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ABSTRACT
This article presents some results of a qualitative-case study carried out with students
in last year of secondary education (15 - 17 years) into an official educational
institution. The research looked at learning outcomes through the development of
mathematical modelling projects related to studying the distribution of the leaves and
the growth of some plants. According to the results, when modelling projects
grounded in studying the form and geometric magnitudes are carried out, students
are able to find out the meaning of certain mathematical concepts and participate in
activities to reach other processes such as exploration, representation, formal
construction, and validation of mathematical results. Some implications for teaching
and learning in classroom derive from this study, particularly, the need for students to
face the project development articulating research and mathematical modelling.
Keywords: geometric modelling, modelling projects, modelling of form, mathematical
modelling

INTRODUCTION
One concern for teachers and researchers in mathematics education consists in achieving that students find
meaning to mathematics and relate it to the contexts and extracurricular practices (Masingila, 2002; Masingila,
Davidenko, & Prus-Wisniowska, 1996; Villa-Ochoa & López, 2011). Several ideas in the international literature
argue the fact that school mathematics should transcend those approaches in which the knowledge transfer and
playback procedures devoid of meaning have priority. Also, it is argued the need for practices in which students
come into contact with various experiences of the “real world” and they can produce mathematical knowledge
through them (Blum, Galbraith, Henn, & Niss, 2007; Borba & Villarreal, 2005).
To put students in research experiences through mathematical modelling is one of the options to attend the
mentioned problem (Biembengut & Hein, 2004; Blum et al., 2007). When students are faced with this kind of
experience, they can articulate the mathematical knowledge to other sciences and to the same application of
mathematics to the “reality” (Barbosa, 2009; Biembengut & Hein, 2004; Blomhøj, 2004; Blum & Borromeo-Ferri,
2009; Trigueros, 2009; Villa-Ochoa, 2007).
There is no uniform understanding in international literature about the meaning of mathematical modelling
and about the ways to integrate it into everyday school practices. Kaiser & Sriramam (2006) and Doerr & Pratt
(2008) present different research perspectives about mathematical modelling in school. Each of these perspectives
shows different purposes and emphasis on training which could be referred when mathematical modelling is
integrated into everyday school life. Mathematical Modelling is organized in different ways into classrooms. These
ways stand out: (a) as resolution of problems stated verbally (Bonotto, 2007; Verschaffel, Van Dooren, Greer, &
Mukhopadhyay, 2010; Villa-Ochoa, 2015), (b) as a production of graphical representations of situations not
necessarily linked to extra-mathematical phenomena (Arcavi, 2008), (c) as resolution of authentic task (Blum &
Borromeo-Ferri, 2009; Kaiser & Schwarz, 2010; Muñoz, Londoño, Jaramillo, & Villa-Ochoa, 2014) and (d) as
development through projects (Aravena, Caamaño, & Giménez, 2008; Borba & Villareal, 2005; Villa-Ochoa & Berrío,
2015).
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This paper offers one way of tackling school geometry teaching by means of math modelling by using
projects where students solve situations or phenomena of their daily lives. This is shown with an example,
ways to study geometric objects, in one hand by studying the shapes and on the other hand by studying the
magnitude. In the examples, the technology role is shown for each case. Besides, it helps to understand
math modelling in geometry, what proposes two ways to act, as a part of mathematics where both intra and
extra math situations can be given.
The questions about the nature of geometric models, the contexts and situations which are modeled in
geometry and their relation to other math areas and the other sciences, takes special sense for research in
math education.

In the research from which this article is taken, the students were involved in the development of projects to
study form and geometric magnitudes in plants. The question that routes the study was how the process of
mathematical modelling of forms and magnitudes associated with the shape of the plants is given? In particular,
this article highlights the design and validation of a strategy for project development of mathematical modelling as
a tool for students to study situations or phenomena in their contexts.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING IN SCHOOL GEOMETRY
Mathematical modelling is recognized as a tool to introduce and to develop ideas in different mathematical
contents. For example, it is common to find researches about variation phenomena producing mathematical models
associated to analytical expressions (functions, derivatives, integrals, differential equations, etc.); in geometry, a
significant amount of works has focused on the modelling of certain systems from specialized software. Regarding
phenomena modelling associated with society and culture, a smaller proportion of researches can be found in
comparison with those found in other disciplines like algebra, calculus and even statistics (Girnat & Eichler, 2011).
Modelling in Geometry is an open research because although any form can be considered as an abstraction and
a model to represent a noticeable form in the world of the experience, it is also true that the use and nature of
representation are both different from the algebraic and analytic models; in regard, Girnat & Eichler (2011) have
pointed out an academic debate about the model concept in elementary geometry as necessary. In their study, these
researchers show that teacher ideas on modelling and school mathematics do not consider the existence of
modelling processes in geometry. In the words of these two authors:
(…) In case of elementary geometry, model building is in conflict with aspects of traditional approaches
to geometry and with educational goals of proving and problem-solving tasks. These oppositional
requests have to be clarified in the academic debate and to be balanced for a realisable combination in
practice. (p. 83)
Aspects, as presented above, allow argue the need for studies focused on modelling in elementary geometry.
Questions in relation to the geometric model nature, contexts and situations modeled in this area and their
relationship to other mathematics areas and sciences and art have special meaning to research in mathematics
education.
In Colombia, as in other countries, it has been raising the need to articulate five transversal processes in
mathematics education for levels of elementary/secondary education; mathematical modelling is one of these
processes. It makes sense in mathematics study and, among them, issues and ideas related to spatial thinking.
Through modelling, space’s mathematical models can be built and a predominantly geometric reality can be
interpreted. In this regard, the Ministry of National Education from Colombia (MEN, 1998) expresses:
Geometry, by its nature as a tool to interpret, understand and appreciate a world predominantly
geometric, becomes an important modelling source and field for excellence to develop spatial thinking
and high-level processes and, in particular, different ways of arguing. (p. 33)
An interpretation of MEN considerations allows to have a conception about geometry, and perhaps, about
mathematics in general, as a set of models (theories) historically constituted as an abstraction of the human
experience with the nature. In that sense, mathematical theories, or part of them, are considered as models resulting
from a process to mathematising of real it (Israel, 1996). In this sense, the process of mathematical modelling plays an
important role to study school geometry since, by its practical nature, it should allow students be closer to the study
of their own reality and to the constitution of their own models and interpretations of that reality.
The interrelationships between the “real world” and mathematics have special meaning in works of
mathematical modelling because these are where descriptions of what is mathematical modelling commonly are
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founded. In literature about applied mathematics and mathematics education, diverse understandings of modelling
and models can be found. There are understandings of modelling as a cycle/process (Blum et al., 2007; Fowler,
1998; Villa-Ochoa, 2007) to the construction a set of equations or mathematical expressions that make up the
mathematical models (Biembengut & Hein, 2004; Fowler, 1998).
A common mathematical modelling understanding in the field of Mathematics Education is associated with a
process that involves a series of phases or stages established cyclically and this process allows use mathematics as
a tool to be close to the explanation, description, prescription or control of phenomena or real-world problems
(Bassanezi, 2002; Biembengut y Bassanezi, 1997; Blum y Borromeo Ferri, 2009). This type of understandings could
include algebraic and geometric denominations, and even statistical models. However, in literature about models
and mathematical modelling in geometry, it is possible to observe the coexistence of diverse understandings
orbiting in different directions. As an example, the term mathematical model in geometry or geometric model has a large
development in design sciences (Rendón-Mesa & Esteban, 2013); in this field, this type of models seems to have
meanings of engineering, architecture and related areas associated with physical and virtual constructions (models,
plans and simulations) where the geometry is used. In Brisson’s works (2000); Rodríguez (2007); Lopes, Martins,
Campos & Pires (2007); Alsina (2008); Borda, Felix, Freitas Pires & Moraes (2008) and Alves, Pereira & Silva (2012),
modelling in geometry can be considered as a process in which geometry knowledge is used to represent objects
of reality. However, this relationship of “representation” between geometry and reality does not always emphasize
the same characteristics of the modelling object.
In the works mentioned above, the relationships between the geometric domains and the “(extra-mathematical)
real” seem to put more emphasis on the forms and the simulation of the apparent functioning of an object, than on
the amounts and magnitudes involved in the phenomenon (e.g., simulate the movement of a fan using dynamic
geometry software). Consistent with such emphasis, educational purposes in this type of modelling are focused on
the development and implementation of skills and knowledge of geometry, and on the uses and knowledge of tools
to achieve the objective. In contrast to other perspectives of modelling (e.g. socio-critical perspective) practical
issues, contributions to the design model and its use in society and culture can be relegated to a second place or
even not be present. Therefore, mathematical modelling has not a genesis in a problematic situation of social reality
or other sciences; one behavior is imagined or observed in those contexts in order to rebuild it or simulate it using
the geometric properties.
Based on the analysis of the works below, it is possible to conclude, at least, two uses and understandings of
mathematical modelling in geometry:

• Uses to construct geometric mathematical models in order to represent objects. For instance, to build the
form of objects such as windows, chairs, body parts, three-dimensional representations.

• Uses to do geometric analysis of models already built (application of models). It means, to use geometric
mathematical models to study others of the same nature. For instance, to simulate the movement of a fan or
another object in a dynamic geometry software.

As mentioned above, both types seem to have a different meaning to the classic speeches about modelling in
Mathematics Education, since their purpose seems to have a perspective more intra-mathematic or mathematizing
with purposes supported by their educational value rather than by understanding of quotidian reality or other
areas of knowledge that they provide. On this last point, the modelling works would focus on “authentic contexts
or situations” (Muñoz et al., 2014.), that is, situations resulting from quotidian activities, culture. From this
perspective, Quiroz, Orrego & López (2015) developed a study in order to inquire the production of mathematical
models produced by students from the study of flooding phenomenon in their locality because of the river
overflow. In their study, they produced models associated with area and volume. To do this, these students, who
often experienced the phenomenon, took measures, designed plans, diagrams, tables to organize information and
produce functional expressions (cubic and quadratic) in order to represent the relationship between geometric
magnitudes. According to Quiroz et al (2015), modelling was considered as a learning methodology to introduce
geometric as well as algebraic concepts.
As noted above, geometry and mathematical modelling have different emphasis and purposes. Thus,
development of modelling process in school geometry is not often articulated to the study or resolution of “real”
problems, but also to the representation of one dimension to another, or the representation of objects in a virtual
reality. About that, Blossier & Richard (2011, p. 3) have noted “(...) the geometry, in its interpretation and its
treatments, behaves like a new reality, abstract and concrete at the same time in his logic, in its ways of
representation.” The considerations of Blossier & Richard (2011) indicate acting on intra/extra mathematical
situations in geometry. Therefore, the reality can be assumed as elements perceived by the senses on experiences
with the space environment or physical world.
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STUDY
Methodology
To observe scopes and limitations in the classroom of mathematical modelling in geometry, the diversity of
understandings suggests the need of establishing mechanisms focused on processes and other aspects seen through
the processes that students do in their own performances. Thus, it is important to pay attention to the ways in which
they develop projects, their interpretations and uses of models built by them. For this reason, the research was
developed under the qualitative research guidance; and particularly, case study method was adopted, as Stake
(1998, p. 11) argues, “case study is the study of the particularity and complexity of a singular case in order to
understand its activity in relevant circumstances.”
The study was conducted between June 2013 and June 2014, in an official educational institution with Preschool,
Basic and Secondary Education levels. Data were obtained through a student practice in an ecological path or green
area of the institution. For the educational community, the ecological path is an open classroom to make students
get close to care for nature through processing, recovery and promotion of their plants.

Participants and Study Process
Six students were selected and named as Student 1, Student 2, Student 3, Student 4, Student 5 and Student 6 for
anonymity and confidentiality reasons. They attended a call made to a wider group, 11th grade -in Colombia, the last
year of Secondary School- (16-18 years). These students showed interest to work as a team, they were willing to
extracurricular activities and they had a receptive attitude towards the recommendations offered.
The data collection occurred when the students conceived their first ideas about their own research project.
Those ideas were discussed to consolidate the questions found in Table 4. One of the researchers had a participant
role as researcher and teacher; in that sense, he provided guidance on the project stages and problematized partial
results that the students consolidated in order to provided them depth. The modelling project development had
two stages: in the first stage, they built geometric models to explain, in mathematical terms, how the leaves or petals
were distributed in their plants; in the second stage, they analyzed the growth of their plant, what mathematical
function models its growth? Like a forest engineer, they did the same process to estimate the leaf area, to simplify
magnitudes that are difficult to obtain like the area, and to determine the plant ability to take sunlight. Each of these
stages had five phases. The main details of each of the phases at the stages 1 and 2 are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Table 1. Intervention phases. Stage 1: Model Obtaining of Leaf Distribution in Plants
Phases
Work environment
Purpose
Scope
Formulation of
Field trip through green To explore student interest to Student interaction
Question Research area of the institution.
determine study object.
with physical
by the Students
environment (real
context)
Data collection
Field trip through green To analyze geometric aspects Relationship between
area of the institution.
of the study object (plant) to
mathematical
formulate hypotheses.
modelling and
scientist method.
Comparison
Working at computer’s
To compare a geometric
Recognizing
classroom with
model established in
mathematics as a
Photoshop and PaintTool geometric world with the
useful tool.
Sai software.
shape of the study object
(plant).
Obtaining and
Working at computer’s
To find a mathematic model
A model as part of
interpreting the
classroom with Geogebra adapted to distribution way of reality and trying to
form model
software.
leaves or petals.
explain it.
Working at computer’s
To interpret the model and
Recognizing
classroom with Geogebra answer the research question mathematics as
software. Handmade
To relate the algebraic
structure.
drawing in classroom.
representation and the
geometric model.
New contributions Working at computer’s
To ask for geometric
Form modelling as
from the form
classroom with Geogebra magnitudes like area,
method for learning of
model
software.
perimeter, volume and
different geometric
geometric features like
concepts.
angulation, remarkable lines…
Table 2. Intervention phases. Stage 2: Obtaining processes of the plant growth model
Phase
Work environment
Purpose
Scope
Formulation of
Field trip through green To explore students
Student interaction with
Question Research by area of the institution.
interest to determine
physical environment
the Students
study object.
(real context).
Data collection
Field trip through green To analyze geometric
Relationship between
area of the institution.
aspects of the study
mathematical modelling
Leaf measurement inside object (plant).
and scientist method.
classroom.
Production of table,
Working at computer’s To relate geometric
Reading, interpretation
Cartesian plane and
classroom with Excel
magnitudes (length and characterization of
mathematical
software.
leaf area by regression the model.
regression function
function.
Features of function
Working at computer’s To obtain a cartesian
A model as part of
graphic model
classroom with Excel
graphic model and its
reality and try to explain
software.
algebraic representation. it.
Validation and
conclusions

Exposition of study
results.

To expose study results
and propose new uses.

Use the model to the
phenomenon
interpretation and find
new uses.

Collection tool
Learning guide.
Unstructured interview
Learning guide.
Pictures
Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report
Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report,
unstructured interviews

Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report.

Collection tool
Learning guide,
unstructured interviews.
Learning guide, Pictures.

Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report.
Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report,
unstructured interviews.
Learning guide, student
learning journal, student
research report,
unstructured interviews.

Data Analyses and Study Validation
A study design based on the ideas of Villa-Ochoa (2011) was used for organization, systematization and analysis
of data. A summary of this process appears in Table 3.
An emerging categorization was created to focus the attention on all those data that provided evidence of the
processes and strategies used by students and the relationships that they established between geometry and real
contexts throughout the development of their projects. For result validation, two triangulation types were carried
out: the first one establishes a relationship between data collected through the different instruments, and the second
one establishes a relationship between data, researchers and the theoretical framework.
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Table 3. Registration form and systematization of information
Study design
Students
Research question Tools
The units of analysis are the How do students
The application of the learning activities
understandings of six
perform modelling
that guided the research is registered by
students identified with the processes in the
means of 13 field journals of the
letter E. (E1, E2, E3...) all of study of issues
teacher, 312 learning journals of the
them studying in 11th grade. associated with
students, photographic records,
Establishing relationships
spatial thinking and participant observation, unstructured
between geometric models geometric systems
interviews, 24 research reports of
through modelling in a real through geometric
student and 14 learning guide. These
context is explored. (Muñoz, analysis of some
tools allow for organizing information
Londoño, Jaramillo & Villa- plants with regards to and detailing important aspects in
Ochoa, 2014).
leaf distribution and modelling process of the form and
growth?
growth.

Analysis
Parallel analysis: when data were
obtained, they were also analyzed
to have a general sense and make
decisions on how it should
continue guiding student project
development.
In-depth analysis. All collected
data were digitized. An encoding
process was done to observe the
ways of appearance of geometric
model. Some categories emerged
from data analysis.

MODELLING OF FORM AND RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MAGNITUDES.
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCHOOL GEOMETRY STUDY
Different categories emerged from the study which allowed obtain understandings about the dynamics
involved in the (geometric) modelling process through projects. In particular, this article is based on analysis of
those episodes that allowed characterize the processes and meanings of participants in the modelling projects.
In the first phase, the students took a walk around the green area (garden) of their institution in order to look
for a plant of interest to make it a study object. Once they had a choice, they formulated a question that became the
starting point of development of their project. As a result of this process, the students E1, E2, E3, E4, E5 and E6
asked several questions about biological, agricultural and mathematic aspects related to plants. Table 4 shows the
final questions asked by them:
Table 4. Research questions asked by students
Research questions asked by students
How can it be deduced that the natural growth and development of plant and its leaves can be compared with the Fibonacci
series? And how can the size of the Succulent plant be mathematically deduced? (Common name of Graptopetalum
Paraguayense, in Colombia)
What mathematical procedures would be used to know how the plant grows and how the form of the flower Lantana Camara
develops?
How can the growth and shape of Scheflera Enana plant be mathematically determined? (Common name of Schefflera Arboricola,
in Colombia)
How can the plant area and the form in the figure produced by flower petals in Toscana plant be found? (Common name of
Ruellia Simplex, in Colombia)
How do we apply geometry in the growth process and form of the Rosa de Francia? (Common name of Echeveria Elegans, in
Colombia)
How can we identify the growth of the plant and the form of flower petals in San Joaquin plant? (Common name of Hibiscus Rosa
Sinensis, in Colombia)

It is necessary to clarify that in the first question, the student E1 was already familiar with the concept of
Fibonacci series because he belonged to the “Plantamáticos” School Research Group (Grupo de investigación Escolar
Plantamáticos); a group where different mathematical concepts related to the nature and plants were studied; why
he had a different vocabulary and he made his question regarding this issue. In question four, the plant area refers
to the sum of leaf areas. Finally, in question six, identify growth refers how to determine the plant growth.
These questions (Table 4) are defined and focused on areas where mathematics, especially geometry, can
support their solution. The questions mainly serve two interests, one oriented modelling forms perceived in plants
(designs, patterns according to the leaves and their distribution); and another oriented modelling magnitudes and
relations between them (e.g. length, leaf areas). With the exception of a student, it is noted that everyone else had a
special interest in describing the plant growth; a special interest in the plant form and geometric magnitudes is also
identified. Regarding this latter, the relevant magnitude was the plant growth. Focus on the growth was the result
of the observation and the student contact with their respective plants. Also, they expressed: “it is easy to take and
analyze data” (Students 2, 3 and 5).
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Figure 1. Distribution models of petals and leaves. Lantana Camara and Echeveria Elegans are at the top and Graptopetalum
Paraguayense and Hibiscus Rosa Sinensis are below

At both stages (Table 1 and 2), the processes developed by the students made reference to the proposal on the
process of mathematical modelling described by phases, stages or cycles (Berthelot & Salin, 1992; Laborde, 2002;
Biembengut & Hein, 2004; Villa-Ochoa, 2007; Blum & Borromeo-Ferri, 2009; Trigueros, 2009). However, in each
orientation type, modelling had different characteristics. More details of the processes developed by the students
are provided below.

Geometric Modelling of Forms
The students articulated the need to determine geometric models of forms to the need to describe behaviors that
they recognized in plants (Table 7). For instance, in Figure 1, the models produced by the students are presented;
there, the spirals were constructed to describe how they observed the distribution of the leaves or petals in the
plants studied. The students concentrated on the shape of the plants. They found in mathematics a way to model
it. Modelling of forms was specifically a way to allow students to develop some artistic manifestations through
replication.
In the Phase 2 of the first stage, the students explored through observation to choose a plant of interest; this
allowed starting the process modelling in various topics. At this phase, they were empowered of their own research
process; therefore, everyone came up with mechanisms and instruments to collect and analyze their own data. The
process in this phase was contrary to other modelling experiences in which data are previously provided and, in
many cases, already idealized; this fact interferes with the direct approach of the students to the problem or
phenomenon to solve.
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In the Phase 3, called Abstraction, the students made a theoretical model and then, they made a comparison with
data obtained in experiments and observations on plants chosen for their project. This comparison was based not
only on the geometric representation, but also in algebraic representation; to do that, the use of the Geogebra
software was suggested to the students. Thus, they created an idea about how leaves or petals of plants studied
were mathematically distributed. In this phase, they were able to identify what geometric models could be built
(Figure 1). As it will be argued later, also the Excel software allowed the participants to analyze collected numerical
data and determine aspects involved in the plant growth.
Phase 4, obtaining and interpreting of the model of form. This process not only included the model production
(graphical representations of the forms), but also the reciprocal process of model interpretation to generate the
descriptions of how the petals and leaves of the respective plant are distributed. In this phase, three components
were involved, namely:

• Geometric Component: Although this component was present at the two stages in the project development

(e.g. form and magnitudes modelling), it had special meaning in this Phase; because it is when geometryreality connections were constituted (perceived form of plants). Graphic process is pointed out as a key
aspect in the process of geometric modelling. The corresponding analysis of form and magnitudes
relationships derives from that process.

• Arithmetic Component: The count was used in this component as a strategy for comparing the spiral shapes

of plants (Figure 1). Also, converting units was present as a way to obtain the leaf areas. An important aspect
of this component was the construction of the table and measurement comparison used to study the
geometric model. The study of the irrational number Phi (golden number) also emerged in this component.
These issues supported the identification of regularities and establishing relationships that subsequently led
to other geometric and algebraic representations.

• Algebraic Component: Another way to represent the spiral shape or rosette (Figure 1). It is also understood as

a ratio of two variables or a function (see Figure 2). Here was really important the use of both Geogebra and
Excel software. This component appeared not as the only way to represent mathematical models, but as an
alternative way to do it.

• The artistic component: This component illustrates a link feature between Mathematics and Arts. So that,

some geometric models that were analyzed can be visualized and enjoyed in visual and aesthetic terms.
Then, they have been developed through three software: Sai, Photoshop and GeoGebra (see Figure 1) where
geometric - algebraic knowledge has been applied. Now, Geometry is a concept that is usually associated
with calculations, formulas, numbers. Unfortunately, it is associated with beauty, creativity and harmony
rarely. In brief, geometry (in this case) has been basic in the conception, design, development and even
execution on physical form and external structure of plants, which it is referred bluntly as artistic drawings.

It was asked the students to respond partially the research question that themselves had formulated, based on
their models. So, they used models to make descriptions about the distribution of petals and leaves on their plants.
The first student ideas about the models were associated with formulas or equations to replace numbers; aspects
such as the recognition of magnitudes and variables and their relationships were hidden in those expressions; it
means that the polar coordinate only worked as a formula. To illustrate this situation, one production of the student
1 is presented:
Table 5. Arguments provided by student E1 about software use

It was frustrating at the time we entered data because when we did it, instead of giving us a spiral,
it gave us a dispersion of points, a total madness. We tried everywhere, with all kinds of numbers
but nothing, there was a worse dispersion becoming a heavy duty ... when we were almost half hour
analyzing the entire formula in all possible ways, we realized that the formula was wrong, because
a piece of information was missing and because of this, we had that dispersion of numbers and we
didn’t have what we needed. (idea of student 1)
To overcome the above problem, an academic advice was offered to each working group to explain the
operation of the Geogebra software. They had to write the meaning of every change in their graphic changing their
algebraic representation and, then, to find the best model of distribution of the petals or leaves in each plant. This
strategy worked because the students recognized the direct relationship between the algebraic representation and
the geometric representation.
To build geometric patterns, the students used Photoshop and Geogebra software; the idea of using spirals and
rosettes as geometric models to compare how the petals or leaves were distributed in plants emerged from their
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direct observation, they expressed: “Ah… that plant looks like a spiral”. Because of that, the comparative study started
in Photoshop software, a tool where students, with already built models taken from internet, compared these curves
with the distribution of petals or leaves. They used three types of procedures to find the model:

• Count matches between the spiral curve and the apex of the leaves or the edges of the ray florets. Method
used by groups with Echeveria elegans, Graptopetalum Paraguayence and Lantana Camara plants (Figure
1).

• Observe matches between edges and angular distribution of petals with a rose curve. Method used by
groups with Hibiscus Rosa Sinencis and Roella Simplex plants (Figure 1).

• Count matches between the spiral curve and the base of the leaves. Method used by the group with
Schefflera arboricola plant (Figure 1).

These procedures allowed the students generate hypotheses about what type of spiral or rose was closer to the
way of distribution of the leaves or petals of their plants. Each working group had 10 drawings of plants to compare
each of the spirals or mathematic roses, making sure a reiterative match in other flowers or plants in order to have
a good generalization. The models of the forms were determined by the conception of what the students wanted to
represent, also by the technique and the mathematical tools that were used for its elaboration. These models, as
artistic representation of the forms, not only reproduced a drawing but also allowed to communicate a relation
between the algebraic representations and the coincidence of the drawing of the plant with its geometric form.
This process has a better explanation in research reports by the students 3, 4 and 5 in his research report:
Table 6. Arguments provided by students E3, E4 and E5 about the form

At first, I thought it was circular, its leaves grow from the center to the outside in a rosette, the
plant is small and it has a soft, fleshy texture, according to research realized to its geometric form,
two hypotheses emerged: the logarithmic spiral and the Archimedean spiral. A study with Fibonacci
series and its spiral was also made; we proposed these hypotheses because the number of matches
between the spiral line and the apex or around is high. (idea of student 3 referring to
Graptopetalum Paraguayence plant)
At the end of the study in Photoshop, we should answer the question about which spiral was closer
to the distribution way of leaves in our plant; this decision was taken by comparing all spirals and
observing which of them had more approximations from the apex of leave to the spiral curve. In our
case, we had several hypotheses, Archimedean with 5 points or 5 apices, rosette with 9 points. (Idea
of student 4 referring to Lantana Camara Plant)
Photoshop is a program that allows people to play and modify images, to create new and applicable
things. And that’s what I did; I used the Photoshop software to study my plant using the image
before outlined in the Sai program. What we did was basically superimposing the image of a
mathematical concept like: Archimedean spiral, Fibonacci spiral, golden number, rosette, polygons,
etc., in order to observe which of these concepts was closer to the distribution way of petals in our
plant and its growth. (Idea of student 5 referring to Echeveria Elegans)
The hypotheses proposed by the students were studied using an algebraic representation produced by
themselves; thus, they had a model of the form. With this experience, the students had an approach to polar
coordinates, issue necessary to use but it is not part of the proposed issues in the curriculum of the institution. Due
to this situation, they consulted in different media and they used the Geogebra and Photoshop to study their
hypotheses (Table 7).
Table 7. Arguments provided by the student E5, about his model of form

Idea of the student 5: We have not yet studied the plant growth, but according to studies of plant form, two geometric
shapes can be used to study our Echeveria Elegans plant: the Logarithmic Spiral! Several leaf apices touch the curve.
The Fibonacci Spiral was also selected to study the plant, but it coincided with the apex of the leaves in some
sections. The first spiral was chosen to continue our research, it is corresponding to the polar coordinate:
𝑥𝑥 = 2 ∙ 2𝜃𝜃 cos(7𝜃𝜃)
𝑦𝑦 = 2 ∙ 2𝜃𝜃 sin(7𝜃𝜃)
where 0 ≤ 𝜃𝜃 ≤ 6.28
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The students were able to draw the curves and the roses up in an easy and quick way, at the same time, they
could try different algebraic representations to impact on the polar graph and get the polar graph model and the
algebraic model associated with it. They had to realize the meaning of parametric form, the value of θ or directed
angle, the travel of the curve, the amplitude of the curve, the number of turns of the spiral curve or the number of
petals, to the rose case. This identification allowed them to know what changed and what remained constant.
The geometric models (Figure 1) allowed describe, in mathematic way, how the leaves and petals of the plants
are distributed. In this case, the students found several geometric models as Archimedean spiral, the hyperbolic
spiral, Pythagorean spiral, logarithmic spiral and five-petals mathematical rose with their corresponding algebraic
model. These geometric models obtained by the students E3, E4, E5 and E6 are presented in Figure 1.
The construction of the models in Figure 1 requires the students to develop skills to perform geometric and
analytical procedures and to identify relationships between variables. Some skills were: observe, conjecture, relate,
refine assumptions, and develop a problem into smaller problems (Gravina & Contiero, 2011). Discussions on the scope of
the model and its connections to other areas of knowledge were also promoted (Table 8).
It important to mention that the students were having their first experience using geometric software and, of
course, the productions (Figure 1) show their progress in recognizing patterns or invariants; in their exploration
and experimentation; in their thoughts and demonstrations, in making conjectures and description of forms. These
are reasons to continue doing experiences in the process of geometric modelling.
Beyond a definition, it is important to mention the use of such representations; in particular, the students E3
and E6 are highlighted. The first student proposed one application descriptive, but he made a new research
question: Solar panels of plants are the leaves and they are adapted to the light conditions to receive it optimally
according to the place where they are born, so, if solar panels are distributed in the same way as one of these plants,
could they have better performance and charge a battery faster? The second student shows how useful was the
geometric process for his research. In their own words:
Table 8. Arguments provided by the students E3 and E6, about the new use for model of form

I realized it serves to recognize that mathematics and especially geometry is used for describing the
world and getting new architectural forms, for example: Succulent could be a model to make solar
panels due to the distribution of its leaves; hypothetically, it could be a model to generate more
energy. This research, that I and my partners developed, produce more questions which could
change the world in the future. (Idea of Student 3)
(...) It was worth because making the draw of this spiral made me feel like a scientist developing
equations, formulas and all that, it was another successful day in our research process. (Idea of
Student 6)
In addition, the study serves for the initial purpose of thinking about the form of the object (Table 7) and thus,
the students explained and described the distribution of leaves or petals on the plant chosen by themselves; why
they did not abandon the initial idea of continuing with the purpose of answering the question they made; using
necessary mathematic concepts, but not imposed on. In happened, in part, due to the research question was always
highlighted as the core of the activities.
Table 9. Arguments provided by the student E1, about the form analysis in the object or plant

Our study keeps going forward, becoming into something much more structured, something much
more concrete and much clearer, of course, to continue this study, we should ask ourselves or be
questioned and it was what Professor Fabio made with the fourth guide, he made us to question
about What form could have our plant? Or do you think Succulent could be studied through regular
polygons? And What forms could be useful to study the distribution of petals or leaves in our plant?
All these questions allowed us to analyze our process, if it was based on its real objective since the
question was not only responding but having awareness and clarity about what we wanted to get.
The study of form in the objects from the perceptible world through the senses is one of the components to be
proposed in the cycle of mathematical modelling in geometry. It allows mathematically describing geometric
characteristics of form and magnitudes associated with the object. This process has various applications in science
especially those related to design and architecture.
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Stage 5 was focused on new contributions from model form. At that time, the possibility to continue working
on the model of form was conceived either from its geometric magnitudes such as area, perimeter and volume or
from its geometric features as angulation, notable lines (bisector, median, perpendicular bisector, etc.)
Some research questions made by students refer both to the form and to the growth and size of the plant, so
modelling of form is not enough but also modelling growth. Growth can be studied from the analysis of geometric
magnitudes such as length, width and area of the leaves in the plant and their relationship; process used in forestry
and known as Allometric model (Galindo & Clavijo, 2007) (Table 3 and Figure 2).
The modeling of form was understood as a process involving the study of an object, space or phenomenon. This
process involved two characteristics:

• Produce an algebraic representation of the form: It is the case of spiral curves, roses and related curves. The
experience was focused on the study of form to obtain an algebraic model.

• Study magnitudes associated with that form: The form can be studied according to different geometric features

such as object movement, angles, lengths, diagonals, area, perimeter or volume. Regarding this aspect, one
of the groups compared the separation of leaves with the angles of Pythagorean spiral. This is known as
working with geometric magnitudes.

The Modelling of the Relation of Geometric Magnitudes
As mentioned before, the concern of students about the study of plants originated the study of form, but also
the study of magnitudes that they could recognize. In phase 3, in the second stage, they built a table, Cartesian
graph and a regression function. There, the attention was focused on the length magnitudes (long and width) and
leaf area.
In the study, the students used graphical models (form modelling) to establish a mathematical function in order
to interpolate data collected on plant growth; these mathematical expressions became mathematical models
(algebraic) of such magnitudes. Through these models, they focused their observations on the proportional growth
of the plant and analyzed the place conditions for planting (Table 10).
Table 10. Arguments provided by the Student E3, about the graphic model analysis

We did the process into Excel program to study in depth how the leaves grew, based on width-area
and long-area. This procedure is called Correlation Coefficient. This showed us if our plant was
growing in good condition or not.
In this case, the highest correlation coefficient was found in a plant located in front of the teacher’s
room since, apparently, the conditions were optimal receiving sunlight, water and fertilizer.
Instead, in the study of the students “E6 and E2” (real names were deleted), correlation coefficient
was really low; it allowed us to realize that the growth of Succulents (Graptopetalum Paraguayence)
located on the path were not the most optimal. They were having problems with sunlight, water or
fertilizer. It could happen because the tree in front of them was blocking the sun causing, perhaps,
Succulent to receive little sunlight.
For the construction of the models, the students took data from the magnitudes of interest, subsequently; they
organized them in tables and tried to identify a pattern. Unable to find it, they used the Excel software; they built
two tables; the first table contained records on the leaf length (independent variable) and the area thereof (dependent
variable), the second table contained records on the magnitudes leaf maximum-width (independent variable) and
area (dependent variable). With software tools, the students made a dot chart linking these two magnitudes and
obtained a regression model (Figure 2).
The models obtained by the students are part of what is known as direct measurement of growth (Melgarejo,
2010). This process consisted of estimating the leaf area of the plant from the direct measurement of the leaf
dimensions (length and width). They made their own regression models and established the best relationship
between the area and the dimensions of the leaf (Figure 2). These models are descriptive and, according to
Melgarejo (2010), have not explicitly into account the effects of the environment, but they serve to establish the
ability of plants to capture sunlight, do photosynthesis and produce agricultural goods. (Galindo & Clavijo, 2007)
The growth model interpretations were directed to the mentioned idea (Interpretations of Students E2, E2 and E4,
in Table 11); although initial models belong to biology, they could already report on the proportional growth of
the plant and its conditions to capture sunlight.
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In Phase 4, models provided by the software were analyzed, interpretations derived in relation to the
phenomenon of modelling were looked for, and the validity of such models was analyzed (Table 10). In this
process, data of some groups of students had a little dispersion evidenced through the correlation coefficient. In
the analysis, some models had to be refined, for example, they added quadratic terms in order to adjust better the
curve to the set of points.
Table 11. Argument provided by the students E1, E2 and E4, about graphic model analysis

(…) precisely in this leaf width-area ratio is the best growth because the place where my plant was
located has better correlation coefficient, this one measures the dispersion of the points with regard
to the straight line or curved line, if they are away from the trend 1 is less possible to predict the
plant growth and if they are close to the trend 1 is possible to predict the future plant growth. The
chosen formula came of this width-area ratio because it is the closest between the four resultants at
the trend 1. (Idea of Student E1)
(...)At the end of this research, we realized that the plant inside the school was in bad condition and
it needed sunlight because the tree in front of it was blocking sunlight, while the outside plant got
good amount of sunlight because it had a better location and it received sun and air in good way
having a good growth. (Idea of Student E2)
From the chart above, it is possible to say that the plant, studied by “x” and me, is the most
proportional and in better condition, maybe, because it gets more sunlight. This chart shows the
correlation coefficient r2=0.9329 long-area is closer to 1. It is indicating a possible future optimal
growth.
On the other hand, the plant studied by my partners “w” and “y” is not so accurate; it is
disproportional because R2 is lower, between 0.4 and 0.5. It indicates that its growth is not well.
Lack of sunlight, water and fertilizer could be the reason. (Idea of Student E4)
The students E4 and E1 are close to the concept of function explaining some facts about their plant according to
the graphical representation of its proportional growth and analyzing the behavior of the function through the
correlation coefficient value. It shows student is learning during the project. On the other hand, the student E3
presents an interpretation of the importance and utility of the study, supporting his ideas on the chart results, but
without direct relationship.
In the study, the students agree with the student E4 (Table 11) in reference to the imprecise models; they
suggested the following assumptions:

• Data were taken from sick plants or they were just growing, because of that, the correlation did not generate
good results.

• The closest model was a power function with constant decimal exponent and correlation index (R2) below
0.5. The students said they could have neglected accuracy aspects in data collection or, even, they have
committed significant mistakes making their estimates; because they thought a good relationship was focus
around a correlation index greater than 0.8. (See argument of student E4 in Table 11)

In this phase, graph analysis is relevant; those who used software presented some inferences to variations,
constant periods, growth, continuity, concavity, maximum and minimum, inflexion points, periodicity, intercepts,
symmetries, asymptotes. These inferences are an application of the produced model.
Phase 5 was the final stretch of the projects. The students had to provide arguments for validating results and
establishing some general conclusions. Most of them provided interpretations about the usefulness of geometry to
explain the growth phenomenon and the plant form (Table 11). The model construction generated different student
interpretations based on the entire process of the table and the Cartesian or geometric graphic model (Example in
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Growth Model designed by the students E1, E2 and E4

In the present work, it was observed that the students achieved to interpret their graphical model and they
explained how the variables are related when the correlation coefficient was close to one and what could be inferred
according to the information (See interpretation of students E1, E2 and E4, phase 4 in Table 11, interpretation of
student E3 in Table 10 and interpretation of students E1, E2 and E5 in Table 12). This treatment was observed and
compared with the numerical result, reason for this double association between the geometrical and numerical. (De
la Torre 2003).
Table 12. Conclusions of the students E1, E4 and E5 at the end of their project
Students Conclusions
Geometry allows us to study more thoroughly the features of all things around us. In this project, I learned a lot of
geometry, like the spirals which I had no more knowledge, I learned that joining long-area or width-area measures
E1
we can discover how a plant grows. This new experience motivated me to study what I want (Environmental
Engineering).
I mainly learned about the relationship between mathematics and nature. I also realized that mathematics is useful
to study different forms, not only studying numbers in a classroom. The most innovative and the most fascinating is
how to measure a plant according to measures of its petals, I always wondered myself how calculate the approximate
E4
size of a plant and I had the opportunity to do it. We can calculate the size of a plant using the measures of each
petal. It is not a complicated process because it is not hard; we just have to take good care of the plants.
It is very curious, you go along the street and you do not see the plants in the same way. Before this research, a leaf
was a single leaf, but now, when I go along the street and I see plants, I can have a concept about them, about their
E5
area or if they are growing in the right way. The most important is that I learned to take care of nature because this
project allowed us to have conscious of the reality around us.
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DISCUSSION
This article deals with a mathematical modelling experience where a student group, through the research
project development, researched several aspects involved in the growth and form of plants. During this process,
two mathematical modelling approaches in geometry (geometric modelling) were characterized; the first approach
was called form modelling and it was focused on the production of geometric figures representing the
characteristics of objects observed in the environment; the second approach is focused on the magnitudes and
produces models for attempting to describe, understand and, in many cases, determine the phenomenon behavior.
Both approaches are detailed below.
Form modelling. As mentioned above, elementary geometry has common representations of the forms that
people perceive in their contact with the environment. In this respect, two orientations are recognized:

• Centered on the root cause: This orientation was evident when the students were able to recognize how the

plant form could be explained as a geometric model. This orientation is consistent with ideas by Berthelot
and Salin (1992). They argue that spatial geometric modelling is a process in order to model the space
through knowledge emerged from geometric knowledge. Therefore, the sensitive world (reality) is the
starting point for identifying situations, problems or forms modeled through geometric objects. Also in the
international literature, characteristics associated with this concept could be found, for example, in works
by De la Torre (2003); Biembengut, (2004); Salin, (2004); Cardoso, Franco, Oliveira Abreu, Santos, Carvalho
& Sacramento, (2007); Tramontina, (2012); Zanette, Lima, Lazzari & Schulz (2013); Menezes, (2013); Rocha
& Santana (2013). The researchers propose situations related to the form modelling processes and use
modelling, in turn, as way of teaching some geometric concepts.

• Centered on construction process: The students could associate a mathematical model to a perceptible form in

the environment to study it through the multiple possibilities that software offer (PaintTool Sai, Geogebra
and Excel), observing its behavior and its algebraic representation and, as a result, they could get closer to
the polar coordinate concept. These tools, software for example, become important to build models for
describing or simulating forms or functioning of reality objects. In the above approach, are found works by
authors such as: Laborde (1997), Gonzalez Lopez (2000), Laborde (2002); Richard (2010); Blossier & Richard,
(2011); Gravina & Contiero (2011). In their researches, geometric modelling based on intra-mathematics
processes is accepted. In the works, it is important to mention.

• They are involving the observation of an object interacting with the student environment. The process
performed by software contributes to obtaining a model representing (simulating) the observed object.

• They are presenting a new understanding way of mathematical modelling in Mathematics Education. It

moved in the field of the phenomena representation or extra-mathematics problems, because reality is not
associated with experiences and everyday needs but an own reality can be created through the software.

Modelling of the relationship between geometric magnitudes. This type of modelling also has its genesis in
phenomena or objects of reality (intra and extra mathematical) where understanding of forms, figures and space
takes part; however, it differs from the previous because the emphasis is on the magnitudes, quantities and
variables involved in the phenomenon or object. In the development of student projects, this type of modelling was
materialized through the process that they made to interpret the growth of plants considering the mathematical
regression concept, using the Excel software to achieve the objective. The model obtained by the students allowed
to question how would grow their plant and whether it would keep its leaf area. On that basis, they would
determine whether the sunlight conditions and soil were ideal.
In correspondence with the above, the mathematical models constructed in this type of modelling make use of
analytic representations (algebraic expressions, Cartesian planes). In these models, the interpretation given to the
mathematical result in relation to the phenomenon or situation that gave it a rise becomes important. In literature,
the works by some authors are recognized: Azcarate & Deulofeu (1996); Cordero (2006); Suárez & Cordero (2008)
Quiroz et al. (2015).
As it is argued in this article, mathematical modelling acquires other nuances and action modes in the classroom
corresponding to the notion of a mathematical model, the kind of phenomenon and relationship to model and
purpose for which the model is built. Focusing on forms and magnitudes offers different dynamics to school
mathematical activity; the notion of model is not exhausted in equations and standardized modelling that trying to
close mathematical activity developed through modelling. Consistent with these positions, considerations about
model and mathematical modelling in geometry are discussed:
A mathematical model in geometry (geometric model) can be understood as a (mental and
physical/semiotic) representation of an object or phenomenon of the “real world.” This representation
has geometric characteristics that correspond either to magnitudes associated with the geometry (e.g.
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co-variation phenomena in length, area and volume) or to the ability to visualize geometric forms, their
respective operations and relationships. Mathematical Modelling in Geometry is the process in which
the model production is involved. This process does not end with the production of a representation, it
takes account the contexts in which models and subprocesses to its production appear: simplification,
abstraction, mathematization, representation, validation, among others. A mathematical model in
geometry plays a role of representation and significance of magnitudes and form, and also, of
relationships between components of the figure and the figure with others.
In the projects developed by students, the concept of model and modelling fulfilled descriptive and explanatory
features of phenomena; plus, the possibility to find new uses to produce knowledge (Table 7). In any case, a
geometric treatment was always present.
Other important aspects of this modelling experience to highlight are:
Exploration: This aspect was present when the students began their study process and they identified some
characteristics likely to be the most studied. Exploration in this case served as an activity of immersion and
situational awareness, which allowed the students to empower themselves of their own research projects. The
exploration also encouraged them to collect their own data, study a plant and make a modelling process taking into
account the form and growth of their plant. This allowed them to discover a new way of relating to nature, to build
the research question; it is linked to what Blum & Borromeo-Ferri (2009) mention in their cycle of modelling as a
first approach to the modelling process.
Representation: This process allowed the students to observe a model in different representations, always
starting with the geometric representation to get an algebraic representation. The transition from one representation
to another made possible the study of model in a comprehensive manner, observing different information of each
representation. Also, it made possible the association of these representations as a great contribution in order to
answer the research question.
Formal construction: The students were able to collect data, obtaining magnitudes and relationships between
them. This promoted the production of models of both forms and magnitudes. Then, they had to work with their
model, to interpret creating an abstract language related to the activities of the modelling process. The reasoning
processes are consolidated as proposed by Duval (2001) an important process for the relationship with discursive
processes, for extending the knowledge, for demonstrations, for the explanation.
The use of mathematics: Using geometry as a tool to study the form and growth of plants, allowed students to
recognize that mathematics is a science related to real aspects and it has many uses. So they could answer the
question: what is mathematics for? (Table 10). In turn, they also recognized mathematics as a useful and applicable
tool to explain natural phenomena as the form and growth of plants, in this case.
The data reported in this article become an evidence of obtaining an analytical graph, initially outlined by
students through a qualitative perception of variation, allowed them to define the function and to perform an
algebraic analysis. This type of situations coincides with others reported in the literature (Suárez & Cordero, 2008;
Azcárate & Deulofeu, 1996); where it is reported that the graphs have argumentative functions and provide diverse
information.

CONCLUSIONS
This article introduced two types of mathematical modelling when phenomena are studied from elementary
geometry; these two types were named Form Modelling and Modelling of the Relationship between Geometric
Magnitudes. Both modelling types were presented in the project development by students and also discussed
according to the international literature from which they can be too gathered.
The mathematical modelling reported in this article was articulated to the research project development. In this
kind of projects, students were invited to study a phenomenon associated with the plant growth. The actions of
participants become evidence when they are involved in research project development, they carry out processes of
exploration, representation, formal construction of a (mathematical) representation and other actions articulated to
scientific activity. By the nature of the studied phenomena, geometry was part of the foundations in mathematical
treatments, in some cases as a figure representing forms and other characteristics of objects in the environment; in
other cases, such figures were built with the support of a Dynamic Geometry Software. At other times, the study
of the phenomenon made the students to focus their attention on the behavior of some magnitudes; other software
were also used for supporting the mathematical model construction (e.g. linear regression); from which the
modelling activity involved a model validation and its confrontation with data and the phenomenon that gave it
rise.
The mathematical modelling articulation to project methodology recreates “research activities” where the
students develop projects on topics chosen by themselves. Criteria to organize and analyze data through
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mathematical tools supported with software were able to establish. (Thus, the students used the observation to
study the form and growth of their plant as it is shown in reality, they could make understandable relevant aspects
and propose hypothesis emerged from their own observation.) In addition, they formulated questions to be
validated and studied in order to answer their research question. Many studies emphasize the relevance of
mathematical modelling in learning mathematics (Blum et al., 2007) and learning of other aspects from the contexts
and culture (Villa-Ochoa & Berrio, 2015). The present study has highlighted the importance of modelling forms as
scaffolding to the students to practice their artistic abilities.
This research suggests fourth implications for the classroom. The first is related to the modelling and project
development where mathematics becomes a tool to study different phenomena. In this way, the closeness of the
students to the scientific method becomes a priority. It was essential to offer the students research experiences and
make them feel like researchers; therefore, the research question guided all the actions carried out.
The second implication is related to teaching and learning of geometry through modelling. This type of proposal
shows how elementary geometry could be a tool to analyze the reality with other lenses, attracting the student
attention. This approach favors the development of creative mathematical thinking. Furthermore, Euclidian
Geometry and Dynamic Geometry became a tool to represent natural objects with models coming from the
mathematical world that explain the real world. Consequently, mathematical modelling in geometry becomes a
tool for the student to study, transform, mathematize and think about the “reality”.
The third implication is related to the uses, advantages and limitations of doing modelling in this way.
Therefore, some proposals to apply modelling processes in the classroom from elementary geometry emerged from
this implication; the doors are open to new researches in order to continue contributing to this process, for instance
in basic education, with ideas about how to carry this process out.
Finally, the fourth implication concerns the relationship between Arts and Mathematics, for instance, in
geometric models is possible to observe both mathematical and abstract concepts. Modelling of form involved the
use of mathematical expressions to produce specific effects. It helped students not only replicate but also reconsider
the geometric models as an expression of their knowledge.
The plurality of plant forms and structures shows multiple applications of Mathematics to Arts; not only
concepts of Geometry have influence in the latter, also concepts of Calculus, Algebra, Graphic Design, and drawing.
It invites students to this unique experience of feeling the beauty and aesthetics of Mathematics in geometric
models.
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